Technical Tip Importance of Rinsing
Would you jump out of the shower
without rinsing or put soap on your
car and not rinse? If you are not
properly maintaining the rinse water
in your paint or powder coating
pretreatment system, your product
quality is suffering. It is absolutely
critical to maintain your rinses so the
quality of your coating is maximized.

Dried down Rinse Water 750 TDS on top
and DI Water on bottom
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Technical Tip Increase Your Paint Line
Efficiency
Inefficiencies Associated with
Excessive Film Build on Hooks
and Racks
There are several consequences of
excessive film build on hooks and
racks.

Example of clean fixtures
serviced by AFR

Poor part grounding.
Increased paint and powder paint consumption.
Increased labor due to rejects and touchup or repaints.

Rejects due to imperfections with either light paints or inconsistent film
build.
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Safety Alert Protecting Workers from
Heat Stress
Heat Illness
Exposure to heat can cause
illness and death. The most
serious heat illness is heat
stroke. Other heat
illnesses, such as heat
exhaustion, heat cramps and
heat rash, should also be
Summer is here.
We need to be aware of the dangers.
avoided. There are
precautions we should any
time temperatures are high and the job involves physical work.
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New Product Highlight Metal Fabrication and Finishing
Al-Brite LK is a blend of mineral acids
and detergents designed to effectively
clean, brighten, and remove weld burn
and smoke from parts fabricated from
aluminum.

Before and After using
DuJel 675 DR

DuJel 675 DR is an excellent
neutral pH rust remover for
ferrous metals. It is a ready-touse gel that can easily applied
on areas with light to moderate

surface rust.
You can see how DuJel 675 DR
and other unique DuBois rust
removers perform in this video.

Remove Rust with Reliabili
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